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Key Events to Watch

Equities: Markets have opened lower again in Europe on Tuesday morning
following a poor start to the week yesterday. EuroStoxx and DAX have reached
their lowest prices since June and July respectively. VIX elevated at $32.30 after
Wall Street saw its largest loss in over a month on Monday, as investors likely
square risk ahead of the election and potential delay in a result.
Currencies: The Dollar gained some ground yesterday amid the general risk-off
tone seen across markets. EUR/USD has remained fairy range-bound for roughly
3 months now. This week, currency traders will pay close attention to both the
US GDP result and ECB on Thursday, followed by German GDP on Friday.
Safe-havens: Gold has seen a very quiet few days, likely remaining fairly muted
until we know will there be a clear election result next week or a significant delay.
ECB this week could be a smaller mover of the precious metal. The US 10yr vs
German 10yr spread is lower on Tuesday, having seen a month of near straight
gains as the two government's bonds diverged. Similar to gold, German bunds
could see some heightened volatility this week with the ECB's decision and next
week with the election.

Markets are set for a busier week with some key earnings results,
ongoing intense Brexit negotiations, just one week to go until the
United States' Presidential Election, three central bank releases, and
stubbornly high new daily case rates and hospitalizations in Europe.
In terms of economic data, yesterday was quiet with much of the
same today, some smaller consumer confidence data to come in the
afternoon. The first of three central bank releases will come from
Bank of Canada on Wednesday, with Bank of Japan that night and the
ECB on Thursday just after lunch. Wednesday afternoon will also see
the release of quarterly GDP figures from the United States followed
by Germany's equivalent on Friday morning.
On the virus front: the US is now witnessing an apparent third wave of
the virus after failing to lockdown effectively and contain any of these
waves since March. Many European nations are facing renewed
lockdown measures as the weeks go on and record new levels of the
virus are cropping up, which is beginning to lead to significant
pressure on healthcare systems across the continent.
On the corporate front: earnings season gets into its full flow this
week with quarterly releases from Microsoft, Pfizer, and Merck today,
with Visa, Mastercard, Amgen, Boeing, Sony, GSK, Gilead Sciences all
reporting tomorrow, followed by Apple, Amazon, Google, Facebook,
Samsung, Sanofi, Royal Dutch Shell, Novo Nordisk, AbbVie and many
more names on Thursday and Friday. 
The US Presidential Election, with voting taking place next Tuesday
November 3rd, will likely continue to dominate markets this week,
pushing volatility higher as markets price in the potential uncertainty
of no clear result next week.

The Week Ahead

Mortgages in Ireland
According to the Banking and Payments Federation Ireland (BPFI),
there was a significant increase in mortgage approvals in the country
last month, with a total of 4,621 mortgages approved over the period,
roughly 20% higher on both a monthly and yearly basis. Over half of
these approvals were made up by first time buyers.
The total value of mortgages approved in September came to €1.12
billion, 18.5% higher than that of August this year and over 30%
higher than September last year.
"The increased activity in mortgage approvals we've seen in
September is encouraging and provides a much improved pipeline
for drawdowns in the months ahead" said BPFI CEO Brian Hayes, "It
remains to be seen however what impact the latest Covid-19 public
health measures with restricted economic activity is likely to have on
prospective homebuyers and the mortgage market".
In other mortgage news, Permanent TSB has agreed the sale of a
portfolio of performing Buy-to-Let (BTL) mortgages, worth circa 1.2
billion, to CitiBank London. This involves the sale of a grouping of
about 3,700 BTL loan accounts.


